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Abstra t
The standard reinfor ement learning view of the involvement
of neuromodulatory systems in instrumental onditioning inludes a rather straightforward on eption of motivation as
predi tion of sum future reward. Competition between a tions
is based on the motivating hara teristi s of their onsequent
states in this sense. Substantial, areful, experiments reviewed
in Di kinson & Balleine,
into the neurobiology and psy hology of motivation shows that this view is in omplete. In many
ases, animals are fa ed with the hoi e not between many different a tions at a given state, but rather whether a single response is worth exe uting at all. Eviden e suggests that the
motivational pro ess underlying this hoi e has dierent psyhologi al and neural properties from that underlying a tion
hoi e. We des ribe and model these motivational systems,
and onsider the way they intera t.
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1 Introdu tion
Reinfor ement learning (RL ) bears a tortuous relationship with histori al and
ontemporary ideas in lassi al and instrumental onditioning. Although RL
sheds important light in some murky areas, it has paid less attention to resear h on erning the motivation of stimulus-response (SR) links. RL methods
are mainly on erned with preparatory Pavlovian (eg se ondary) onditioning,
and, in instrumental onditioning, the ompetition between multiple possible
a tions given a parti ular stimulus or state, based on the future rewarding or
punishing onsequen es of those a tions. These have been used to build su essful and predi tive models of the a tivity of monkey dopamine ells in onditioning.
By ontrast, SR resear h starts from the premise that, in many
ir umstan es, given an un onditioned stimulus (US; su h as a food pellet),
there is only one natural set of a tions (the habit of approa hing and eating
the food), and the main issue is whether this set is worth exe uting (yes, if hungry, no if sated). This is traditionally on eived as a question of onsummatory
motivation. SR resear h goes on to study how these habits, and also the motivation asso iated with them, are `atta hed' in an appropriately preparatory
sense to onditioned stimuli (CSs) that are predi tive of the USs.
The dieren e between RL's ompetition between multiple a tions and SR's
motivation of a single a tion might seem trivial, parti ularly if an extra, null,
a tion is in luded in the a tion ompetition in RL, so the subje t an a tively
hoose to do nothing. However, there is substantial eviden e from experi28
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ments in whi h drive states (eg hunger, thirst) are manipulated, that motivation in the SR sense works in a sophisti ated, intrinsi ally goal-sensitive,
way and an exert unexpe ted ee ts on instrumental onditioning. By omparison with RL, psy hologi al study of multiple goals within single environments is quite advan ed, parti ularly in experiments in whi h one goal or set
of goals is ee tive during learning, and another during performan e. Based
on these and other studies, (and earlier theoreti al ideas from, amongst others,
Konorski,
Di kinson, Balleine and their olleagues have suggested that
there are really two separate motivational systems, one asso iated with Pavlovian motivation, as in SR, and one asso iated with instrumental a tion hoi e.
They further suggest, partly based on related suggestions by Berridge and his
olleagues, that only the Pavlovian system involves dopamine. Neither the
Pavlovian nor the instrumental system maps leanly onto the standard view
of RL, and the suggestion about dopamine would learly signi antly damage
the RL interpretation of the involvement of this neuromodulatory system in
onditioning.
In this paper, we des ribe some of the key eviden e supporting the dieren e between instrumental and Pavlovian motivation (see also Balkenius and
Spier ), and expand the model of RL in the brain to in orporate SR motivation and on omitant eviden e on intrinsi goal sensitivity (as well as intrinsi
habits). Some of the omputational properties of this new model turn out to
be rather strange  but this is a dire t onsequen e of equivalently strange
observable behavior.
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2 Theoreti al and Experimental Ba kground
Figure 1 shows a standard view of the involvement of the dopamine system in
RL.
Dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and substantia
nigra pars ompa ta (SN ) report the temporal dieren e (TD) error Æt . In the
simplest version of the theory, this is al ulated as Æt  r t  V xt  1
V xt , where r t is the value of the reward at time t , xt is an internal
representation of the state at time t , V xt is the expe tation of the sum
total future reward expe ted by the animal based on starting from that state,
following poli y  , and the transition from xt to xt1 is o asioned by the
a tion a sele ted by the subje t. In the a tor- riti version of the dopamine
theory, this TD error signal is put to two uses. One is adapting parameters that
underlie the a tual predi tions V xt . For this, Æt > 0 if the predi tion
from the state at time t , V xt , is overly pessimisti with respe t to the sum
of the a tual reward, r t , and the estimated future reward, V xt  1 , from
the subsequent state. The other use for Æt is riti izing the a tion a adopted
at time t . For this, Æt > 0 implies that the a tion hosen is worth more than
the average worth of xt , and that the overall poli y  of the subje t an
therefore be improved by hoosing it more often. In a Q-learning version of
the theory, Qx; a values are learned using an analogous quantity to Æt , for
ea h pair of states x and a tions a, and an dire tly be used to hoose between
the a tions to improve the poli y.
Even absent an a ount for intrinsi habits, three key paradigms show the
in ompleteness of this view of onditioning: appetitive Pavlovian-instrumental
transfer, intrinsi drive preferen e under spe i deprivation states, and
in entive learning, as in the ontrol of hains of instrumental behavior.
The SR view of onditioning pla es its emphasis on motivational ontrol of
a prepotent a tion. That is, the natural response asso iated with a stimulus
(presumably as output by an a tion spe i ation me hanism) is only eli ited if
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Figure 1: A tor- riti version of the standard RL model. A) Evaluator: A TD error
signal Æ to learn V x to mat h the sum of future rewards r , putatively via the basolateral nu lei of the amygdala, the orbitofrontal ortex and the nu leus a umbens.
B) Instrumental ontroller: The TD error Æ is used to hoose, and tea h the hoi e
of, appropriate a tions a to maximize future reward based on the urrent state and
stimuli, putatively via the dorsolateral prefrontal ortex and the dorsal striatum.

it is motivationally appropriate, a ording to the urrent goals of the animal.
The suggestion is that this is mediated by a separate motivational system. USs
have dire t a ess to this system, and CSs have learned a ess. A on lusion
used to test this stru ture for the ontrol of a tions is that this motivational
system ould be able to energize any a tion being exe uted by the animal. Appetitive Pavlovian-instrumental transfer shows exa tly this. Animals exe uting an a tion for an out ome under instrumental ontrol, will perform more
qui kly when a CS predi tive of reward is presented, even if the CS predi ts
a ompletely dierent reward from the instrumental out ome. This ee t is
abolished by lesions of the shell of the nu leus a umbens, one of the main
targets of DA from the VTA. The standard RL model oers no a ount of the
speed or for e of a tion (though one ould ertainly imagine various possible
extensions), and has no natural way to a ommodate this nding.
The se ond hallenge to RL omes from experiments on the ee ts of hanging
spe i and general needs for animals. For instan e, Berridge & S hulkin rst
gave rats su rose and saline solutions with one of a bitter (quinine) and a sour
( itri ) taste. They then arti ially indu ed a strong physiologi al requirement
for salt, for the rst time in the life of the animal. Presented with a hoi e
between the two avors (in plain water, ie in extin tion), the rats preferred to
drink the avor asso iated with the salt. Furthermore, the avor paired with
the salt was awarded positive hedoni rea tions, whereas before pairing (and
if it had been paired with su rose instead) it was treated as being aversive.
The key feature of this experiment is that this preferen e is evident without
the opportunity for learning. Whereas the RL system ould ertainly take the
physiologi al la k of salt as helping determine part of the state xt , this ould
only exert an ee t on behavior through learning, ontrary to the eviden e.
The nal omplexity for standard RL omes from in entive learning. One
paradigm involves a sequential hain of two a tions (a and a ) that rats had
to exe ute in order to get a reward. The subje ts were made hungry, and were
rst trained to perform a tion a to get a parti ular reward (a Noyes pellet),
and then to perform the hain of a tions a ! a to get the reward. In a nal
test phase, the animals were oered the han e of exe uting a and a in extin tion, for half of them when they were still hungry; for the other half when
they were sated on their normal diet. Figure 2A shows what happens. Sated
animals perform a at the same rate as hungry animals, but perform a sig15
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 Note that aversive Pavlovian instrumental transfer, in the form of the suppression

of appetitive instrumental responding, is the onventional method for testing aversive
Pavlovian onditioning. There is an obvious motivational explanation for this as well
as the onventional view of ompetition between appetitive and prote tive a tions.
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Figure 2: In entive learning. A) Mean total a tions a1 and a2 for an animal trained
on the hain s hedule a1 ! a2 !Noyes pellets. Hungry and sated rats perform a1 at
the same rate, but sated animals fail to perform a2 . B) Mean total a tions when sated
following prior re-exposure to the Noyes pellets when hungry (`hungry-sated') or when
sated (`sated-sated'). Animals re-exposed when sated are signi antly less willing to
perform a2 . Note the hange in s ale between A and B. Adapted from Balleine et al .5

ni antly less frequently. Figure 2B shows the basi in entive learning ee t.
Here, before the test, animals were given a limited number of the Noyes pellets (without the availability of the manipulanda) either when hungry or when
sated. Those who experien ed them hungry (`hungry-sated') show the same
results as the `sated' group of gure 2A; whereas those who experien ed them
sated (`sated-sated') now de lined to perform a tion a either.
This experiment makes two points about the standard RL model. First, the
a tion nearest to the reward (a ) is ae ted by the deprivation state without
additional learning. This is like the ee t of spe i deprivation states disussed above. Se ond is that a hange in the willingness to exe ute a happens
after re-exposure to the Noyes pellets whilst sated; this learning is believed to
involve insular ortex (part of gustatory neo ortex ). That re-exposure dire tly
ae ts the hoi e of a suggests that the instrumental a t is partly determined
by an evaluation of its ultimate onsequen e, a on lusion that relates to a
long-standing psy hologi al debate about the ` ognitive' evaluation of a tions.
Di kinson & Balleine suggest that the exe ution of a is mainly ontrolled
by Pavlovian ontingen ies, and that Pavlovian motivation is instantly sensitive to goal devaluation via satiation. At this stage in the experiment, however,
a is ontrolled by instrumental ontingen ies. By omparison with Pavlovian motivation, instrumental motivation is powerful (sin e it an depend on
response-out ome expe tan ies), but dumb (sin e, without re-exposure, the
animal works hard doing a when it wouldn't be interested in the food in any
ase). Ultimately, after extended training, in the birth of a new habit, a
be omes ontrolled by Pavlovian ontingen ies too, and so be omes dire tly
sensitive to devaluation.y
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3 New Model
These experiments suggest some major modi ations to the standard RL view.
Figure 3 shows a sket h of the new model, whose key prin iples in lude

 Pavlovian motivation (gure 3A) is asso iated with predi tion error
Æt  r t  V xt  1
V xt

for long term expe ted future rewards V x; a , given a poli y  . Adopting this makes the model a ount for the lassi al onditioning paradigms
explained by the standard RL model.

y It is not empiri ally lear whether a tions that have be ome habits are ompletely
automati 1 or are subje t to Pavlovian motivational inuen es.
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Figure 3: Tripartite model. A) Evaluator: USs are evaluated by a hard-wired evaluation
system (HE) whi h is intrinsi ally sensitive to devaluation. USs an also be evaluated
via a plasti route, as in gure 1, but whi h nevertheless has prior biases. CSs undergo
Pavlovian stimulus substitution with the USs they predi t, and an also be dire tly evaluated through the learned route. The two sour es of information for V x ompete,
for ing the plasti route to adjust to the hard-wired route. B) Habit system: The SR
mapping suggests an appropriate a tion based on the state x; the vigor of its exe ution is ontrolled by dopaminergi Æ, putatively a ting via the shell of the a umbens.
C) Instrumental ontroller: A tion hoi e is based on advantages, whi h are learned,
putatively via the ore of the a umbens. Prefrontal working memory is used to unfold
the onsequen es of hosen a tions.

 r t is determined by a devaluation-sensitive, `hard-wired', US evaluator that

provides dire t value information about motivationally inappropriate USs.
 Æt , possibly a ting through the shell of the a umbens, provides Pavlovian
motivation for pre-wired and new habits (gure 3B), as in Pavlovian instrumental transfer.
 V xt is determined by two ompeting sour es: one as in the standard
model (involving the basolateral nu lei of the amygdala and the orbitofrontal
ortex (oFC),
and in luding prior biases (sweet tasting foods are appetitive) expressed in the onne tions from primary taste ortex to oFC and
the amygdala; the other, whi h is primary, dependent largely on a stimulus
substitution relationship between CSs and USs, that is also devaluationdependent. The latter is important for ultimate Pavlovian ontrol over a tions; the former for phenomena su h as se ondary onditioning, whi h are
known to be devaluation independent. Figure 4A (dashed) shows the ontribution of the hard-wired evaluation route, via stimulus-substitution, on the
predi tion of value in lassi al onditioning. Here, stimulus-substitution was
based on a form of Hebbian learning with a synapti tra e, so the shorter the
CS-US interval, the greater the HE omponent. This translates into greater immediate sensitivity to devaluation, the main hara teristi of the hard-wired
route. The plasti route via the amygdala takes responsibility for the remainder of the predi tion; and the sum predi tion is always orre t (solid line).
 Short-term storage of predi tive stimuli in prefrontal working memory is
gated by Æt , so an also be devaluation dependent.
 Instrumental motivation depends on poli y-based advantages (3C; Baird )
Ax; a  Qx; a V x
trained by the error signal
ÆA t  Æt Ax; a
Over the ourse of poli y improvement, the advantage of a sub-optimal a tion
be omes negative, and of an optimal a tion tends to 0. The latter oers a
natural model of the transition from instrumental a tion sele tion to an SR
habit. Note that, in this a tor- riti s heme, some aspe ts of advantages are
not ne essary, su h as the normalizing updates.
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Figure 4: A) Role of the hard-wired route (dashed line), via stimulus-substitution, in
predi ting future reward (r  1) as a fun tion of the CS-US interval. The solid line shows
that the net predi tion is always orre t. B) Advantages of useful (a) and worthless (b)
a tions at the start state x0 . C) Evolution of the value of x0 over learning. The solid line
shows the mean value; the dashed line the hard-wired omponent, providing immediate devaluation sensitivity. D) Constru tion of Ax0 ; a via a su essor representation
omponent11 (dashed) and a onventionally learned omponent (dotted). The former
is sensitive to re-exposure devaluation, as in gure 2B. B-D) A tion a produ es reward
r  1 with probability 0:9 after 3 timesteps; urves are averages over 2000 runs.

Figure 4B;C show two aspe ts of instrumental onditioning. Two a tions ompete at state x , one, a, with a small ost and a large future payo; the other,
b, with no ost and no payo. Figure 4B shows the development of the advantages of these a tions over learning. A tion a starts looking worse, be ause
it has a greater immediate ost; its advantage in reases as the worth of a
grows greater than the mean value of x , and then goes to 0 (the birth of the
habit) as the subje t learns to hoose it every time. Figure 4C shows the value
omponent of state x . This omes to be responsible for the entire predi tion
(as Ax ; a ! 0). As in gure 4A, there is a hard-wired omponent to this
value whi h would result in the immediate de rement of response evident in
gure 2A.
 On-line a tion hoi e is dependent on ÆAt as in learned klinokinesis. Inentive learning in hains suggests that the representation underlying the advantage of an a tion in ludes information about its future onsequen es, either through an expli it model,
a su essor representation, or perhaps
a form of -model. One way of arranging this would use a VTE-like me hanism for proposing a tions (perhaps using working memory in prefrontal
ortex), in order to test their advantages. Figure 4D shows the onsequen e of
using a learned su essor representation underlying the advantage Ax ; a
shown in gure 4B. The dashed line shows the omponent of Ax ; a dependent on a learned su essor representation, and the prior bias about the
value of the reward, and whi h is therefore sensitive to re-exposure (when
the value a orded to the reward is de reased); the dotted line shows the remaining omponent of Ax ; a , learned in the standard way. Re-exposure
sensitivity (ie in entive learning) will exist over roughly iterations 25 75.
 SR models also for e onsideration of the repertoire of possible a tions or responses available at a given state (gure 3B;C). We assume that both orti oorti al and orti o-(dorsal) striatal plasti ity s ulpt this olle tion, using
ÆA t dire tly, and maybe also orrelational learning rules.
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The details of the model are not experimentally fully determined, although
its general s heme is based quite straightforwardly from the experimental eviden e referred to (and many other experiments), and by onsisten y with the
a tivity of dopamine ells (re ordings of whi h have so far used only a single
motivational state).

4 Dis ussion
Experiments pose a riti al hallenge to our understanding of the psy hologi al and neural implementation of reinfor ement learning,
suggesting the
importan e of two dierent sorts of motivation in ontrolling behavior. With
both empiri al and theoreti al bases, we have put these two aspe ts together
through the medium of advantages. The most riti al addition is a hard-wired,
stimulus-substitution sensitive, route for the evaluation of stimuli and states,
whi h ompetes with a plasti route through the amygdala and the oFC. This
hard-wired route has the property of intrinsi sensitivity to various sorts of
devaluation, and this leads to motivationally appropriate behavior. The omputational basis of the new aspe ts of the model fo us on motivational ontrol
of SR links (via V  ), to add to motivational ontrol of instrumental a tions (via
A ). We also showed the potential de omposition of the advantages into a
omponent based on the su essor representation and therefore sensitive to
re-exposure as in in entive learning, and a standard, learned, omponent.
The model is obviously in omplete, and requires testing in ri her environments. In parti ular, we have yet to explore how habits get reated from a tions as the maximal advantage goes to 0.
12, 13
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